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Invigor’s Condat wins major contract in wind energy industry




Condat to implement its Skyware workforce management product at leading
European operator of wind turbines
Solution will enable optimised, fully‐automatic dispatching of service staff with efficiency gains
Contract value to exceed $250,000.

Leading big data solutions company Invigor Group Limited (ASX: IVO) (“Invigor”) is pleased to announce its
wholly‐owned Berlin‐based software solutions business Condat AG has won a major contract with one of
the leading European operators of wind turbines, delivering a best‐in‐breed mobile workforce management
system based on its Skyware product.
The value of the contract is expected to deliver $200,000 revenue in the current financial year and a further
$50,000 over the following two years.
Condat has a strong customer base in the field of workforce management projects, having delivered similar
solutions for large‐scale service staff operations to Deutsche Bahn and Unitymedia, the German brand of
largest international cable company Liberty Global. The new contract further strengthens Condat’s mobility
business and enables the company to gain valuable experience in the fast‐growing wind energy industry.
Invigor’s Executive Chairman and CEO, Mr Gary Cohen, said: “This new, exciting project is of strategic
importance to Condat’s mobility business. It will help us in further refining our well established Skyware
product range, bringing it into one of the fastest growing parts of the energy market”.
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About Invigor Group Limited
Invigor Group (ASX:IVO) uses its complementary suite of big data products to source, aggregate, analyse
and publish content for the benefit of businesses and consumers.
Today its interconnected data sets enable enterprise clients including retailers, brands, shopping centres
and government bodies to identify and better understand competitors, consumers, markets and
demographics while providing the consumer with the best value‐for‐money.
Using its current products and a pipeline of additional offerings Invigor will have the ability to provide an
end‐to‐end solution spanning sales, product management, business intelligence, marketing, advertising,
content creation and distribution, while monetising each step of the process.
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